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**CW Cambridge Wireless creates a consortium of members to accelerate and successfully scale the transformation of product companies to digital services: Product as a Service (PaaS).**

Abhi Naha, CEO and Founder of the PaaS Consortium and CCO of CW Cambridge Wireless, said: “Product companies are under continuous pressure to add value and performance while still maintaining a low barrier to entry for their products. The drive for accessible premiumisation is greater than it has ever been. With the advancement of digital connectivity, cloud based subscription services and the ability to collaborate with major telecommunications companies new opportunities are arising to enter a digital services market place to meet this need. Not only will we be collaborating and sharing eco system technology partners but also adopting best business practices, disruptive channels to market and provide valuable and secure digital consumer experiences beyond proof of concept trials”.

This group is being Chaired by Chris Porthouse Chief Product Officer of Imagination Technologies, previously VP and General Manager of Device Services, IoT Services Group at Arm.

With exclusive access to a NB-IoT design reference platform developed for this group, members will be able to accelerate product trials during early phase development, which will gather important usage metrics without the need to modify the products.

“ghd is passionate about creating high performance products, which enable our customers to create beautiful long lasting hair styles. As a founding member of CW and building on our experience of the Innovation Hive, we were keen to be part of this new, very active, group of diverse companies to ensure we have access to the best thinking in terms of technology and business models.” said Dr Tim Moore VP of Innovation, ghd.

Initial founding members of the PaaS Consortium include Arm, BAT, ghd. CW Cambridge Wireless will be inviting other members to join who can contribute towards the successful transformation of product as a service at scale in a fast moving digital connected world.
“NB-IoT is a key driver in enabling organizations to develop new product as a service business models that deliver increasing value to their customers,” said Dave Weidner, vice president of market development, IoT Platform, Arm, Founder Member. “Through the integration of the Pelion IoT platform into the PaaS Consortium’s NB-IoT design reference platform, members can seamlessly connect, secure and manage their devices, and accelerate their deployments from proof of concept to production.”

One of the goals will be working towards creating a more sustainable impact and circular economy through the integration of innovative technologies and practices.

“From a science perspective connected devices offer us new tools and approaches to gain key insights - especially in terms of “use-behaviour. As a founding member of the consortium, interacting with other FMCGs and leading technology players in the digital and connected eco-system will be invaluable to the continued transformation of our R&D programme, our business and ultimately our consumers experience”, said Dr Allen Griffiths, Head of Reduced Risk Substantiation at BAT, Founder Member.

Notes to Editors
Further details of the PaaS consortium are available on the website link below: https://www.cambridgewireless.co.uk/paas-consortium/

For more information, please contact Abhi Naha CEO & Founder of the PaaS Consortium
abhi.naha@cambridgewireless.co.uk +44(0) 773 8862501

About CW Cambridge Wireless
CW is the leading international community for companies involved in the research, development and application of wireless and mobile, internet, semiconductor, hardware and software technologies. https://www.cambridgewireless.co.uk/

About ghd
ghd is the global leader in hair tools and the UK’s number one recommended styling brand, with tools used and sold in over 50,000 salons worldwide. The brand has won over 200 beauty awards globally and proudly sells 4 stylers every minute across the globe. This cult beauty brand started in 2001, when three men from Yorkshire put a radical new hair styling product into the hands of British women. With the endorsement of a nationwide army of stylists, a monthly trip to the salon no longer represented a good hair day - every day had the potential to be a good hair day and for millions of women this changed everything. This iconic moment for the beauty industry initiated a cult following around the globe and 19 years later ghd has become an essential part of the daily lives of women everywhere. For additional information about ghd, please visit https://www.ghdhair.com

About BAT
BAT is a leading, multi-category consumer goods business, established in 1902. Our purpose is to build A Better Tomorrow by reducing the health impact of our business through offering a greater choice of enjoyable and less risky products for our consumers. Our ambition is to increasingly transition our revenues from cigarettes to non-combustible products over time. https://www.bat.com/